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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Santa Monica (Santa Monica) is currently looking to form or join a Community
Choice Aggregator (CCA). In intent to find the most appropriate structure for the City, Santa
Monica is evaluating three options:
• Joining the Los Angeles Community Choice Energy (LACCE),
• Actively participating in the formation of the South Bay Clean Power (SBCP)
• Creating a single-city CCA through the California Choice Energy Authority (CCEA)

Evaluative Criteria Used to Assess Each CCA Option in Regard
to Santa Monica’s Goals
As a progressive community, Santa Monica has ambitious environmental goals, including to
procure its electricity with the highest percentage of renewables, accelerate the decarbonization
process of the city, and invest in local energy programs such as distributed clean electricity
generation, battery storage, electric vehicles, charging stations, energy efficiency, and demand
response programs.
With this in mind, the UCLA Luskin Center for Innovation compared all three CCA options
around the following key evaluative criteria that reflect the City’s goals:
• Which CCA structure best provides Santa Monica with decision-making autonomy
toward local programs to achieve its environmental goals?
• Which option best protects the City against financial risk and provides the most resilient
structure to future legislative, regulatory and competition risks?
• Which option offers the greatest economies of scale that would support future
opportunities?
The Luskin Center reviewed all official documents available and interviewed the key
stakeholders and representatives of the three CCA options, as well as their consultants. We
compared their recommendations, financial strategies and business plans, and discussed key
elements with existing CCAs’ CEOs and staff, as well as industry experts specialized in energy
procurement, regulatory and legal affairs, data management and billing.

Overarching Considerations
During the evaluation process of all options and through our various discussions with several
stakeholders and industry specialists, the Luskin Center identified the following set of major
considerations and tradeoffs to assist Santa Monica in its decision making process.
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Operational Readiness.
An important practical consideration is the operational readiness associated with each option.
LACCE is operationally ready, has enrolled enough member cities, and is set to launch in
January 2018. SBCP remains at a conceptual stage where a lot of effort and resources would be
needed to become operational. CCEA just provided Santa Monica with its feasibility study and
the city could possibly launch its CCA in July 2018, provided some staff time and upfront costs
from Santa Monica.
Autonomy versus Economies of Scale.
Generally, the more members a CCA has, the more diluted each individual city’s vote share is.
Chapter 2 of this report presents a vote shares analysis that illustrates the dilution of Santa
Monica’s vote under different membership scenarios for LACCE and SBCP. Even though the
Los Angeles County unincorporated area represents an important share of the load, they still only
have one vote, unless a weighted vote is called. Based on existing CCAs’ experience so far,
weighted votes are unlikely as most decisions are collectively discussed before.
Alternatively, larger CCAs do benefit from economies of scale in operating costs, as illustrated
in Chapter 2. Therefore, one tradeoff that may arise for a larger CCA is between a lower amount
of direct influence an individual member city may have versus greater cost competitiveness.
Moreover, economies of scale and autonomy are not necessarily mutually exclusive, as they
depend on the design and policies set by the CCA. As it is the case with MCE, and as the
LACCE interim executive director suggested, even large CCAs can empower their member cities
when it comes to local decisions and investments. Finally, larger CCA options also offer Santa
Monica the ability to form coalitions with other likeminded initiating cities and influence the
strategy and direction of the entire CCA.
Market Competitiveness and Resiliency.
Chapter 3 of this report discusses specific regulatory, legislative, and market force risks that
CCAs may face in the future. We compare each option’s risk management strategies and
highlight the most appropriate approaches. General recommendations by each entity typically
include establishing rate stabilization funds, paying off loans quickly, and participating actively
with other CCAs in regulatory and legislative discussion at the state and CPUC level.
Planning ahead for these risks is crucial in an increasingly competitive electricity retail market.
Our discussions with industry experts have emphasized the importance of achieving financial
solvency as quickly as possible in order to remain cost competitive over time and to keep their
highest revenue generating customers as a prerequisite to achieving its environmental goals.
There are several potential benefits of being member of a larger CCA in this regard.
Given the likely continued proliferation of CCAs, we may see some increasing competition.
According to energy industry experts, being part of a larger CCA can offer competitive
advantages when it comes to RFPs, financing and long-term energy procurement.
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Advanced Technical and Managerial Capacities
One concern raised by industry experts is regarding the technical and managerial capacities of
each option and which vendors to contract with for those services. Due to the increasingly
competitive market environments, developing advanced capacities with cutting edge
technologies, strategies, and partners could be something to consider when making policy
decisions within each option. Since these advanced capacities are a recent development among
CCAs, we have not yet been able to be evaluate their costs and benefits in practice.

An Assessment of the Options
The following section provides a summary assessment of Santa Monica’s three options.
Los Angeles Community Choice Energy will likely have the largest membership. This may
mean less influence for Santa Monica, in terms of its direct vote. However, as the potentially
largest CCA in California, this option could also provide the city with greater financial stability,
greater economies of scale, and a stronger voice for the future legislative and regulatory
discussion that lay ahead. Given that a CCA’s success must precede its ability to provide
environmental benefits, LACCE’s large size probably best positions Santa Monica to provide
environmental benefits in the long term. Its county-wide membership also offers member cities
the opportunity to collaborate, share resources, and potentially amplify their regional impact at
many other levels.
South Bay Clean Power is the least operationally ready of the options. As there are no current
members, and some of the cities included in its feasibility study have joined LACCE, SBCP
would be expected to be smaller than LACCE. This means that Santa Monica would have greater
influence in decisions made by this CCA as one of the leading cities. If the business plan and
financial strategy of SBCP provides innovative recommendations on how to address energy
procurement and become a CCA 2.0 (or 3.0), this does not preclude Santa Monica from revising
LACCE’s early decisions by joining the Board and pushing other progressive cities to adopt a
better CCA model. Moreover, forming SBCP would require additional time and resources which
will increase the financial exposure of the initiating city, and delay the CCA launch considerably.
California Choice Energy Authority’s single-city option does offer Santa Monica full
autonomy over rates, power mixes, and programs. However, Santa Monica does not have a vote
in decisions made by the CCEA’s JPA Board, including signing power contracts.
Because Santa Monica does not have a formal vote in executing power contracts, it is even more
important that the values underlying the power procurement of CCEA align with Santa Monica’s
values. Additionally, Santa Monica would likely not benefit from the economies of scale offered
by a greater CCA. CCEA uses a restricted bank account to reduce member cities’ financial risk
called a “lockbox”, which seems to be an idea appreciated by energy providers and some of the
financial institutions, and should be studied further by the city or the forming CCA.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The rapid expansion of Community Choice Aggregators (CCAs) across the state has resulted in a
situation where some cities now have several CCA alternatives to choose from. As each
community has unique local needs and preferences, there is no CCA design that is universally
ideal for every city and county across the state. With multiple proven cases of successful CCAs,
the City of Santa Monica is naturally questioning which option to pursue for the benefit of their
residents:
• The Los Angeles County CCA initiative, named Los Angeles Community Choice Energy
(LACCE);
• The South Bay cities CCA project initiative, named South Bay Clean Power (SBCP);
• A hybrid single-city option through the California Choice Energy Authority (CCEA).
Santa Monica has goals to achieve the highest percentage of renewables as soon as possible and
to utilize the CCA’s position and funds to support decarbonization and local energy programs
such as distributed energy generation, battery storage systems, energy efficiency, demand
response programs, and the electrification of its transportation system. Santa Monica has already
specified a variety of environmental targets including:
• Installing 300 public electric vehicle charging stations by 2020
• Reducing energy use in existing buildings by 50% by 2030
• Achieving carbon neutrality by 2050 or sooner

This report aims to evaluate the risks and benefits of each CCA option, and how each will help
Santa Monica to achieve its stated goals, to maintain a leadership role in the governance of the
CCA, and to minimize financial risks. The report finishes with a comparison of each option’s
mitigation strategies for potential future legislative, regulatory and market force risks.
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CHAPTER 2: STATUS OF EACH OPTION
2.1 Timelines and Operational Readiness
LACCE is the most operationally ready option as they have submitted its Implementation Plan to
the CPUC for certification on August 14, 2017 and is on track for its planned start date.1 LACCE
will begin serving all county municipal accounts in Phase 1 beginning January 15, 2018. All
municipal, commercial, and industrial customers will be enrolled in Phase 2 by June 2018 with
all remaining customers enrolled during Phase 3 by December 2018.2
SBCP originally targeted a June 2018 launch date with a three step phase in. Primarily
nonresidential customers (composing approximately 28% of the load) were to be enrolled in
Phase 1 in June 2018. Residential customers (21% of the load) would be enrolled in Phase 2 in
October 2018, with the remaining nonresidential customers (51% of the load) enrolled in Phase 3
in June of 2019.3 As no cities have initiated SBCP yet, it is unlikely that this CCA would be
ready by its original targeted launch date.
CCEA estimates that Santa Monica could launch a single-city CCA in July 2018.4 While the
CCEA’s hybrid JPA is established, Santa Monica would need to initiate the necessary start up
activities required to launch the CCA within the city.
The figure below illustrates the implementation timeline of each option.

1

LACCE Community Choice Aggregation Implementation Plan and Statement of Intent (August 2017). 1.
LACCE Community Choice Aggregation Implementation Plan and Statement of Intent (August 2017). 15.
3
SBCP Financial Strategy (July 2017). 20.
4
CCEA Community Choice Aggregation Technical Study: Summary of Results (November 2017). 14.
2
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Figure 1. Implementation Timelines5

Source: UCLA Luskin Center for Innovation

2.2 Start and Termination Processes
Start Process
To officially join each CCA, Santa Monica would need to adopt an ordinance and execute the
respective JPA agreement.
If Santa Monica wishes to join LACCE, the city council needs to adopt an ordinance prior to the
deadline established by LACCE’s JPA, December 27, 2017. While joining the CCA after that
date is possible, the exact fees and timeline associated with joining after that date are uncertain,
as these policies will be set by the JPA. The formation of SBCP is contingent upon a city taking
the lead in initiating this CCA. SBCP’s Draft JPA Agreement states that “at least three Initial
Participants” need to adopt ordinance prior to the effective date of the JPA.6 As no cities to date
have expressed much interest in taking the lead on initiating SBCP or guaranteeing the startup
funding the responsibility would fall on Santa Monica.
5

Figure created by the Luskin Center for Innovation in November 2017. Timeline data from each entity’s business
plan or feasibility study.
6
SBCP Draft JPA. Section 2.1.
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If Santa Monica wished to form a single-city CCA through the CCEA, they would need to follow
the implementation timeline for all necessary startup activities as advised by the feasibility study.
Termination Process
Both LACCE and SBCP offer the ability to withdraw from the JPA similarly by giving 180 days
and 6 month notice, respectively, and by amendment. Under both, in the event of withdrawal,
Santa Monica may be responsible for the cost of excess power generated by the shrinking
customer base. This is done in order to prevent the remaining customers from bearing the cost of
departing cities. If too many members terminate a JPA or if too many residents opt-out, the CCA
may need to mutually terminate and return customers to SCE.
Through CCEA, Santa Monica is not able to exit the JPA until the expiration of the longest
power contract.7
While unlikely, there could be future political or financial changes that impact a member city’s
ability or willingness to remain with the CCA. To date, no cities have left or terminated CCAs in
California.

7

First Amendment to the Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement Relating to the California Clean Energy Authority.
Section 12.
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CHAPTER 3: GOVERNANCE
3.1 Decision-Making Process
Distribution of Power between Board Members and the JPA
Each option offers Santa Monica varying levels of autonomy and involvement in the decisionmaking process. Each option is governed by a Joint Powers Authority (JPA) board. LACCE and
SBCP’s boards are composed of one voting director from each member city or county. CCEA
has a different approach where they delegate full autonomy to members for some decisions but
do not provide their joining members with a voting right on decisions made by the JPA Board as
it is solely composed of the Lancaster City Councilmembers.
The table below presents how decision-making power is distributed between the stakeholders
that compose each CCA, and can be divided in three categories:
• Decisions made by the individual members autonomously;
• Decisions made independently of member cities;
• Decisions made collectively through votes by member cities.
Table 1. Distribution of Decision Making Autonomy for each Option
LACCE
Decisions made
by the individual
members
autonomously

· Default product
· TBD by Board

Decisions made
collectively
through votes by
member cities

· Rate setting
· CCA-wide Programs
· Power content
· Power procurement
· Approving additional
member cities

Decisions made
independently of
member cities

· Never

SBCP

CCEA

SCE

· TBD by Board

· Rate setting
· Programs
· Power content
· Default product
· Marketing Strategy

· None

· Rate setting
· Programs
· Power content
· Power procurement
· Default product
· Approving additional
member cities

· None
(the board members
of the CCEA JPA are
solely composed of
the Lancaster City
Council members)

· None

All the rest:
- · Power procurement
- · Contracts
- · Approving
additional member
cities
- · Administration and
financing of the JPA

· Never
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All the rest:
· Rate setting
· Programs
· Power content
· Power
procurement

Veto and Weighted Vote
Most decisions made by the LACCE and SBCP Boards require the simple majority of board
members present during the meeting. However, if members disagree with an affirmative
decision, they have the right to call a weighted vote, where each member’s share of the vote is
based on their size. LACCE requires at least three members to call a weighted vote, which is
calculated based on each members’ load, while SBCP only requires one member to call a
weighted vote, which is calculated based on members’ revenues. Figure 2 illustrates the voting
process for LACCE and SBCP.
Figure 2. Decision Making Process Flow Chart

It is important to note that similar voting systems are also used by other existing CCAs.8
Discussions with existing CCAs have revealed that decisions are usually discussed at length
prior to a vote. While there is not always full consensus of members prior to a vote, weighted
votes have very rarely been called.
Reaching consensus would probably be easier for SBCP as its founding members are likely to
share the same vision and the same goals. On the other hand, with a county as large and
heterogeneous as the Los Angeles County, a consensus could potentially be harder to reach by
LACCE.

8

See Appendix A for a summary of the voting processes for existing CCAs.
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The figure below illustrates the number of members for all existing and potential CCAs with a
JPA Board.
Figure 3. Number of Members on CCA JPA Boards9
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Weight Depending on Membership Scenarios
We examine Santa Monica’s share of the weighted vote under different potential membership
scenarios to understand their influence in the event of an extreme case where a weighted vote is
called. Table 2 below shows that Santa Monica’s weighted vote share would potentially vary
between 7% and 11% if they decide to join LACCE. Table 3 below shows that Santa Monica’s
weighted vote share could potentially vary between 20% and 32% if they decide to join SBCP,
resulting in the city having a larger control over collegial decisions. Finally, if Santa Monica
decides to form its own CCA through CCEA, the city will have 100% of autonomy over most
decisions and 0% influence over decisions made by the JPA Board. Table 4 below shows the
distribution of powers between the city and the CCEA in this scenario.

9

Figure created by the UCLA Luskin Center for Innovation in November 2017. Membership data from each entity’s
website.
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Table 2. Santa Monica’s Load Share within LACCE10
Scenario 1: Low Membership
Scenario 2: Medium Membership
Scenario 3: High Membership
Load
Share

LACCE Cities

Load
Share

LACCE Cities

Load
Share

Unincorporated LA County

53.3%

Unincorporated LA County

38.2%

Unincorporated LA County

34.1%

Carson

12.5%

Carson

8.9%

Carson

8.0%

Santa Monica

11.0%

Santa Monica

7.9%

Santa Monica

7.1%

LACCE Cities

Downey

7.2%

Beverly Hills

5.2%

Beverly Hills

4.6%

Alhambra

4.7%

Downey

5.2%

Downey

4.6%

West Hollywood

4.2%

West Covina

4.1%

West Covina

3.6%

Calabasas

2.9%

Manhattan Beach

3.6%

Whittier

3.2%

Claremont

2.1%

Hawthorne

3.4%

Manhattan Beach

3.2%

South Pasadena

1.4%

Culver City

3.4%

Hawthorne

3.0%

Sierra Madre

0.6%

Alhambra

3.3%

Culver City

3.0%

Rolling Hills Estates

0.2%

West Hollywood

3.0%

Alhambra

3.0%

Redondo Beach

2.9%

Arcadia

3.0%

Paramount

2.2%

West Hollywood

2.7%

Calabasas

2.1%

Redondo Beach

2.6%

Claremont

1.5%

Covina

2.2%

Agoura Hills

1.5%

Paramount

1.9%

Agoura Hills

1.5%

Calabasas

1.8%

South Pasadena

1.0%

Claremont

1.4%

Palos Verdes Estates

0.6%

Malibu

1.3%

Sierra Madre

0.5%

Agoura Hills

1.3%

Rolling Hills Estates

0.1%

Agoura Hills

1.3%

La Puente

1.0%

South Pasadena

0.9%

Palos Verdes Estates

0.5%

Sierra Madre

0.4%

Rolling Hills Estates

0.1%

Table note: Scenario 1 includes cities that have officially joined LACCE as of November 28th. Scenario 2
also includes all cities that have scheduled a first or a second reading of the ordinance. Scenario 3
includes all cities currently considering LACCE.

10

Status of members provided by LACCE. Share of vote estimated based on load data provided by the LA Energy
Atlas. http://www.energyatlas.ucla.edu/
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Table 3. Santa Monica’s Load Share within SBCP11
Scenario 1: Low Membership
Load
SBCP Cities
Share

Scenario 2: Medium Membership
Load
SBCP Cities
Share

Scenario 3: High Membership
Load
SBCP Cities
Share

Torrance

54%

Torrance

46.3%

Torrance

35.0%

Santa Monica

32%

Santa Monica

27.0%

Santa Monica

20.4%

Malibu

7%

Redondo Beach

8.8%

Beverly Hills

14.6%

Hermosa Beach

3%

Malibu

6.2%

Culver City

9.8%

Lomita

2%

Manhattan Beach

5.9%

Redondo Beach

6.7%

Palos Verdes Estates

2%

Hermosa Beach

2.3%

Malibu

4.7%

Lomita

1.8%

Manhattan Beach

4.4%

Palos Verdes Estates

1.8%

Hermosa Beach

1.8%

Lomita

1.3%

Palos Verdes Estates

1.3%

Table note: Scenario 1 includes all cities that were included in SBCP’s original Feasibility Study that
have not scheduled a reading of the ordinance to join LACCE. Scenario 2 includes all original SBCP
cities that have not scheduled a second reading of the ordinance. Scenario 3 includes all original SBCP
cities that have not officially joined LACCE.

•
•
•
•
•

Table 4. Distribution of Powers between Santa Monica and the CCEA Board12
The City of Santa Monica
CCEA
Local governance and oversight
• Regulatory and legal affairs
Rate setting
• Rate analysis
Back office operations as desired
• Financial projections
Community outreach
• Project scheduling
Marketing
• Load forecasting
• Electronic data exchange
• Power procurement
• Investor-Owned Utility (IOU) relations
• Marketing assistance
• Guidance to city council and management
• Call center
• Banking and accounting functions

11

Share of vote based on estimates from SBCP. https://southbaycleanpower.org/about-us/our-cities/
California Choice Energy Authority (2017). “Our Services.”
https://californiachoiceenergyauthority.com/our-services/
12
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3.2 Reflecting Local Preferences
Because Los Angeles County is made of heterogeneous communities, it is likely to expect a
bigger CCA to have broader variety of energy policy priorities. Some communities might focus
on rates while some other are likely to focus on environmental goals and local programs. One of
the most important goals of forming a CCA is to reflect community preferences. It is therefore
important to understand how each option will allow the city of Santa Monica to appropriately
represent its residents’ interests.
LACCE offers Santa Monica the least power over collegial decision if a weighted vote is called.
However, if other likeminded cities join, it is likely to see some cities forming coalition and
influencing decisions made at the CCA level. This would substantially increasing Santa
Monica’s regional impact. Moreover, it is important to keep in mind that weighted votes have
rarely been used to date in California. LACCE plans to establish a Community Advisory
Committee. LACCE staff has recognized the desire for members to reflect local preferences.
Since those preferences may not always align with other members, Bill Carnahan, the interim
executive director of LACCE and former executive director of Southern California Public Power
Authority (SCPPA), has suggested a “cafeteria style” approach, where each member can decide
which programs they want to participate in, finance, and benefit from.
SBCP, if launched, could be formed by cities with similar vision, goals and energy policy
priorities, which would limit the risk of disagreement. Additionally, Santa Monica is likely to
have a more weight over collegial decisions in both the simple and the weighted vote due to the
likely smaller membership. Finally, SBCP recommends that a member of their Community
Advisory Committee have a non-voting seat on the JPA Board.
Finally, CCEA provides a hybrid JPA where Santa Monica would either have full autonomy and
discretion over decisions, or no right to vote at all. This could become an issue in the event
where Santa Monica disagrees with Lancaster Council members’ perspectives and approach of
running the power authority, particularly regarding energy procurement decisions.
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CHAPTER 4: ENERGY PROCUREMENT
4.1 Power Content and Rate Comparison
Rates and power mixes will only be finalized once they have been approved by LACCE’s or
SBCP’s JPA Boards, or by the Santa Monica City Council if they opt for the single-city option.
This section compares the potential electricity products and rates that could be offered by each
option according to their published documents. However, it is important to remember that this
comparison only looks at each option’s forecasts and estimations. Each option uses different
methodologies and assumptions to forecast both the CCA’s and SCE’s rates. Ultimately, this
comparison is very hypothetical and does not bring a lot of clarity for the city of Santa Monica as
rates are dependent on each CCAs’ energy procurement strategy and portfolio, energy market
prices, and the general manager.
We believe that while competitive rates are a crucial element, most CCAs in California have
really been successful through their innovative approaches, greener electricity, and local-level
management.
LACCE suggests to offer customers three products to choose from: a base product, a 50%
renewable energy product, and a 100% renewable energy product. The base product will at
minimum always meet the state Renewables Portfolio Standard requirement (33% in 2020).
According to recent discussions with LACCE staff, their base product is likely going to be
greener than the base product originally described in their business plan in order to compete with
SCE’s aggressive 2020 procurement.13 LACCE’s business plan does not report the percent of
carbon free electricity. Santa Monica can determine which of the three products to enroll its
residents in by default (although customers can always opt up or opt down products).14
SBCP’s power mixes have not yet been determined. The JPA Board would have to design and
vote on the different products offered to ratepayers and whether or not a member can enroll by
default its residents into a greener product. In their financial strategy, SBCP presents four
illustrative scenarios of power mixes, which vary between 39 and 43% renewable energy and
between 9% and 27% additional carbon free electricity in 2020. It is important to note all but one
scenario have less renewable energy than SCE will have in 2020. SBCP estimates their rates to

13

California Public Utilities Commission (2017). California Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS)
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/RPS_Homepage/
14
LACCE Community Choice Aggregation Implementation Plan and Statement of Intent (August 2017). 34.
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be consistently cheaper through 2022 for each option, and use a conservative estimation of the
PCIA.
CCEA presented three scenarios to Santa Monica. Scenario 1 maintains 10% more renewable
energy than the RPS, and would have 43% renewable energy in 2020. Scenario 2 would have
33% renewable energy and an additional 67% carbon-free energy in 2020. Scenario 3 would
have 53% renewable energy in 2020 and an additional 30% carbon-free energy. CCEA estimates
that the CCA total rate would be less than 1% cheaper than SCE’s. However, it is important to
note that Santa Monica has full discretion regarding these power contents and rates and could
design each products as they want.
Figure 4. Estimated LACCE Products in 2020

Figure 5. SBCP Example Products in 2020
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Figure 6. CCEA Example Products in 2020

15
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16

SBCP Financial Strategy (July 2017). 16-17.
CCEA (November 2017). City of Santa Monica Community Choice Aggregation DraftTechnical Study
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4.2 Category 3 Renewable Energy Certificates
According to the CPUC, “Renewable energy facilities can sell energy and/or renewable energy
credits (RECs) to a California retail seller of electricity to meet its RPS obligation.”17 The RPS
program distinguishes renewable procurement acquired from contracts into three portfolio
content category, also called REC categories, or buckets. The last bucket, also called RECs
category 3 or unbundled REC3 is when the energy provider only buys the certificate, without the
energy. And as the figure below shows, the State does not view REC3 as an appropriate longterm solution to procuring renewable energy.
Figure 7. RPS Portfolio Content Category Requirement18

One of the main reasons load-serving entities use REC 3s is because they have been historically
cheaper than buying bundled renewable energy. As noted in the Luskin Center’s previous report
on CCAs, in 2016 Marin Clean Energy was still using up to 3% of RECs category 3, and
Lancaster Choice Energy was using up to the maximum amount allowed by the RPS program.
Other CCAs like Sonoma Clean Power or Peninsula Clean Energy do not use RECs category 3.

17

California Public Utilities Commission (2017). RPS Procurement Rule.
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/RPS_Procurement_Rules_33/
18
California Public Utilities Commission (2017). RPS Procurement Rule.
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/RPS_Procurement_Rules_33/
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LACCE’s JPA states to “discourage the use of REC category 3”, however the JPA Board will
ultimately decide the policy regarding the use of REC 3s. According to discussions with LACCE
staff, their initial RFP specifically requested no use of REC 3s.
SBCP’s Draft Business Plan states that “no use of Category 3 unbundled Renewable Energy
Certificates (RECs) [will be purchased] to achieve [their] 100% renewables goal”19 as one of
their goals and objectives. However, the use of RECs category 3 to meet interim goals or the
implementation phase is not specified and would likely be determined by the JPA.
CCEA will procure power on behalf of Santa Monica with the single-city option. Santa Monica
can then specifically request that no REC 3s are used for electricity procurement. The Feasibility
Study presented to Santa Monica assumes the use of REC 3s up to the maximum of 10%.

4.3 Exploring the 100% Renewable Option
As per the previous section, each option could provide Santa Monica with the ability to
immediately provide 100% renewables. Because the 100% renewable electricity product is
always the most expensive option, the vast majority of CCAs enroll by default their customers
into the cheaper option in order to maximize their customer retention. The problem with this
strategy is that most CCAs only see a very small amount of “opt-ups” (when a customer
voluntarily choose to enroll in the greener product). The City of Portola Valley, a member of
Peninsula Clean Energy, a CCA in San Mateo County, is the only member so far to have default
enrolled all of their customer accounts into the 100% renewables product. A representative from
PCE confirmed that as of October 2017 only 4% of customers opted down to the cheaper product
and 5% opted out of the CCA to return to PG&E. It is important to note that the percentage of
opt-out for a CCA in California varies between approximately 2% and 10%. Consequently, we
consider this approach as setting a very successful precedent for the rest of the state. The Public
Policy Institute of California conducted a survey that revealed that the willingness to pay a more
for greener electricity procurement varies based on political affiliation: 68% of democrats and
38% of republicans were willing to pay more.20 The table below shows the socio-economic
comparison between the city of Portola Valley and Santa Monica.
Table 5. Comparison of Demographics of the Cities of Portola Valley and Santa Monica21
Portola Valley Santa Monica
Median Household Income
$185,234
$76,580
Population 2016
4,597
92,478
Percent Registered Democrats
47%
54%
Percent Registered Republicans
25%
13%
19

SBCP Draft Business Plan (February 2017). Letter of Introduction.
Kordus, David. Public Policy Institute of California (January 2017). “Californians’ Views on Climate Change.”
21
United States Census Bureau and California Secretary of State “Voter Registration Statistics.”
20
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CHAPTER 5: ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
However, there are several costs factors that need to be taken into consideration, including
startup costs and financing, energy procurement costs, non-energy operating costs, and the costs
and financing of local energy programs.
In this chapter, we compare the financial obligation that each option requires from Santa Monica
regarding start-up costs and operating costs. We do not analyze the cost of procurement between
each option as we neither have the experience nor the knowledge to assess and compare each
option’s methodologies for forecasts and cost estimates.

5.1 Startup Costs
The startup phase, also known as the pre-start phase, usually varies between six months and one
year. The associated costs usually include staff members, consultants, marketing, and
infrastructure.
Startup Costs Estimation
Back in 2016, LACCE’s business plan initially estimated startup costs to be $1,213,718, with a
launch in January 2017. Because the launch was postponed by one year, we estimated the total
costs incurred by the CCA this year to have been $1,355,000 (2017 total costs minus utility
transaction fees, but including the CPUC Bond), resulting in a total startup cost of $2,568,718 for
LACCE.22 Based on SBCP’s financial strategy, we estimate a startup cost of up to $912,376 (all
startup costs minus utility and CAISO fees). CCEA’s technical study estimates startup costs of
around $703,940 for the first six months.
LACCE and SBCP’s estimations provide the city with economies of scale, resulting in lower
startup costs than can be achieved through CCEA. Depending on the ultimate membership, Santa
Monica’s share of the load could represent between 7.1% and 11%, resulting in an indirect
financial contribution of between $182,379 and $282,559. Santa Monica’s share of these costs
would continually decrease as more cities join LACCE. For SBCP, Santa Monica’s share of the
load could represent between 20.4% and 32%, resulting in an indirect financial contribution of
between $186,124 and $291,960.

22

LACCE Business Plan (2016). Startup activities and costs. We excluded utility transaction fees for 2017. Page 36
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Startup Costs Financing
LACCE received an interest rate free loan of $10 million from Los Angeles County, which
should be reimbursed next summer. SBCP suggests that the leading cities guarantee a $2.5
million startup loan to finance the launch of the CCA. Using cities as guarantors could
potentially help SBCP to obtain cheaper rates than if the brand new CCA was taking a loan itself,
without any credit history. CCEA suggests a small loan of $700,000 that could be covered by the
city’s general fund, resulting in lower interest rates, if any.
Table 6. Comparison of Startup Financing

LACCE

SBCP

CCEA

Startup Costs
Estimation

$2,568,718

$912,376

$703,940

Startup Costs
Financing

$10 million from Los
Angeles County.
Interest free.
To be paid back in June
2018.

$2.5 million estimated
by SBCP business plan,
100% guaranteed by
initiating cities.

The City could secure
$700k through a loan
via general fund or
other source

Additional Financing

$40-50 million to start
energy procurement.
Could be a line of
credit, another County
Loan.

$10 million loan 50%
guaranteed by member
cities + $20 million line
of credit

$1,200,000 additional
cash flow needed
according to CCEA
technical study.

For comparison, LACCE’s business plan provides the table below, which illustrates the startup
funding amount and sources for exisitng CCAs.
Table 7. Startup Funding Requirements and Sources for Existing CCAs23

23

LACCE Business Plan (June 2016). 64.
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5.2 Economies of Scale in Operating Costs
Frequently, all revenues generated through the sale of electricity “flow to the JPA” to cover
energy procurement costs and non-energy operating costs. Most of the time, non-energy
operating costs are similar to fixed costs, which means they do not exactly proportionally
increase or decrease based on the load to serve or the amount of members. Consequently, the
larger the CCA, the lower the non-energy operating costs per member should be. Operating costs
usually cover general and administration expenses, personnel, professional services and data
management, legal and regulatory staff or consultants, marketing and promotions, customer
service, and other utility or California Independent System Operator (CAISO) fees.
For LACCE and SBCP, the vast majority of the operating costs listed above should be covered
and paid by the CCA itself. This means that Santa Monica will have very minimal to no staffing
and operating costs on its side. However, if Santa Monica chooses to create a single-city CCA
through CCEA, the City will be solely responsible for hiring its own staff to run the CCA. The
City will also pay the CCEA service fees, estimated to be around $850,000. This fee is divided in
two: a flat annual fee of approximately $250,000 that Santa Monica would have to be pay to
CCEA no matter what; and a variable costs estimated at $600,000 for procurement, regulatory
and other services provided by CCEA. This latter fee will proportionally vary with the amount of
CCEA members and is consequently the only operating cost that could benefit from economies
of scale.
The UCLA Luskin Center for Innovation conducted an analysis based on existing CCAs in
California to compare each options’ estimation of their non-energy operating costs. We found a
statistically significant relationship between operating costs per MWh and load. We found that
for every 1% increase in load, a CCA could expect operating costs per MWh to decrease by
0.4% on average. This means that CCAs serving a larger load benefit from economies of scale in
operating costs, potentially resulting in more revenues per MWh available for programs or to
allow for reduced rates.
Figure 8 shows the cost of non-energy operating costs per MWh for existing CCAs. CCAs are
shown by annual load, with CCAs with the largest load on the left.
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Figure 8. Non-Energy Operating Costs per MWh24
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Notably, economies of scale were not found in the cost of energy per MWh. This is likely due to
the fact that the cost of energy is dependent upon several factors such as, but not limited to, the
portfolio content and procurement strategy, the balance between long term and short term
contracts, and the market conditions in which the power purchase agreements were signed.
Recent discussions with several industry specialists revealed that in a very competitive
environment, larger CCAs might have bargaining advantages over smaller CCAs when it comes
to long term energy procurement and other RFPs for third-party assistance. With a more
fragmented electricity retail market and increasingly stronger competition, Santa Monica could
possibly benefit more from economies of scale in energy procurement through a larger CCA.

24

Operating cost data from each entity’s respective publicly available 2017-2018 fiscal year budget. Load data from
each CCA’s most recently published Implementation Plan. See Appendix B for more detailed information.
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5.3 Local Program Financing
When CCAs administer local programs it comes with several benefits for their community.
Programs can be better implemented and communicated thanks to the community oriented nature
of CCAs. Funds collected through rates are reinjected locally, instead of being centralized by
utilities and state agencies to benefit the state more broadly. These local programs also allow the
community to create jobs and boost its local economy. Our previous report “The Promises and
Challenges of CCAs in California” estimates the amount of local jobs that were created in 2016
through the focus of existing CCAs on local energy generation.
CCAs can apply to the CPUC to administer their own energy efficiency programs by using funds
collected through public benefits surcharges. For example, MCE received $1,334,519 in public
purpose program revenue in 2017.25 CCAs can also take advantage of opportunities such as
California Energy Commission grants or partnering with other agencies or nonprofits. Several
implementation plans, including recently SVCE, PCE, and LACCE, state that they will
eventually administer energy efficiency, demand response and distributed generation programs.
CCAs can also use their own revenues to finance some local programs. The table below shows
the budget each existing CCAs has allocated toward these programs.

Table 8. Existing CCAs Fiscal Year 2017-2018 Budget for Energy Programs26
PCE
MCE
SVCE
SCP
LCE

AVCE

Energy Programs Budget

$250,000

$451,000

$4,780,000

$6,000,000

$40,000

$3,000

Energy Programs Budget per GWh

$66

$119

$1,838

$2,353

$67

$13

LACCE’s implementation plan does not allocate any CCA funds toward local programs, but
highlights its intention to ask for public funding to finance and administer energy efficiency
programs. LACCE also mentions that demand response programs can be cost effective
alternatives to resource adequacy capacity required by the CPUC and that they will promote
local investment through net energy metering and feed-in tariff programs. LACCE’s interim
director also suggests a “cafeteria style” approach where each member pick which program they
want to finance and participate in. MCE’s JPA, as an example, stipulates that any member can
participate in the programs they approve and finance. Any member who votes against the

25

MCE (2017). “Financial Statements Years Ended March 31, 2017 & 2016 with Report of Independent
Auditors.”https://www.mcecleanenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/MCE-Audited-Financial-Statements-20162017.pdf
26
See Appendix B for more information on data sources and methodology.
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approval of a program or activity will be taken out of this program without bearing any financial
obligation.27
SBCP specifies an annual budget for ‘Local Distributed Energy Resource Programs (DER)’ of
$2,000,000 in 2020. SBCP’s business plan mentions that DER needs to be fully integrated in
“power planning, load forecasting, power procurement … [which] necessitates contracting for a
specialized set of services”.28
With CCEA, Santa Monica will have complete autonomy over rates and the budget allocated
toward local program investment. In 2020, CCEA estimates that Santa Monica will have
$241,150 of “discretionary overhead”, which could be used for energy programs.
It is important to note that recent discussions with existing CCAs revealed recommendations to
focus on achieving financial solvency and establishing a rate stabilization fund prior to investing
in local programs, as remaining cost competitive and retaining customers should remain priority
number one.

27
28

Marin Energy Authority Joint Powers Agreement (December 2008).
SBCP Business Plan (2017). Page 26.
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CHAPTER 6: FUTURE CHALLENGES
California is in the middle of an important energy revolution, with new players, new regulations,
and ambitious environmental goals. Greater competition in the retail electricity market is going
to increase pressure on prices resulting in more innovative energy procurement strategies.
Without strong financial stability, new CCAs must carefully identify and plan around potential
future challenges. In this section, we discuss potential regulatory, legislative, and market force
risks. At the end of each section, we provide the reader with the mitigation strategies suggested
by each option.29 30 31

6.1 Legislative Risks
Legislative pressure toward 100% renewables
A first attempt was made by Senator Kevin De León this year with California Senate Bill 100
(2017) that would have required 100% of electricity sales to come from renewable or carbon free
energy by 2045. Senate Bill 100 passed in the Senate, but was postponed to the next legislative
session. Even though it did not pass, it seems very likely that California will become 100% or
near 100% renewables in the coming decades. Such a regulation would reduce one of the main
marketing and competitive advantages of CCAs, who often claim to have a cleaner energy
portfolio than most IOUs.
Even without this regulatory pressure, it is important to note that the gap between IOUs and
CCAs renewable energy procurement is narrowing, as the main IOUs now have between 41%
and 45% of RPS procurement under contract for 2020.32 The more CCAs that become
operational, the more IOUs’ customer base shrinks, resulting in renewable energy contracts
composing a greater percentage of their sales.

29

LACCE Business Plan Update (2017). Page 17 and 18. LACCE proposes mitigation strategies for SCE rates and
surcharges, regulatory risks, power supply costs, SCE RPS share, availability of RPS/GHG-free power, financial
risks (related to financing and credit), and loads and customer participation.
30
SBCP Financial Strategy (2017). Page 33-46. SBCP proposes mitigation strategies for the PCIA, Direct Access
reopening, the risk that the CPUC pierces the veil of CCA JPA liability protection, and a general contingency plan.
31
CCEA Draft Feasibility Study for the City of SM (2017). CCEA proposes mitigation strategies for financial risk
related to CCA failure, financial risk related to procurement deviations, market volatility and price risk, availability
of renewable and carbon-free energy supplies, legislative and regulatory changes, and Power Charge Indifference
Adjustment (PCIA) rate risk.
32
California Public Utilities Commission (October 2017). “California Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS)”.
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/RPS_Homepage/
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Phasing out legislative support
Another risk commonly identified by CCAs is a shortage of renewable energy sources, however
most industry specialists we talked to assure that a shortage of renewable energy is very unlikely.
However, a demand increase for renewable energy will lead to greater competition, which could
potentially impact the market in California, especially with the phase-out of the Investment Tax
Credit.
Table 9. Phase Out of ITC

Year

33

2018
2019

Commercial
Solar ITC
30%
30%

Residential Solar
ITC
30%
30%

2020
2021

26%
22%

26%
22%

2022
2023+

10%
10%

0%
0%

Mitigation strategies suggested by each option
In the event where all load serving entities (LSE) have to procure 100% of their electricity from
renewables, CCAs will have to focus on their rates and emphasize local programs and
community work.
In the event of a risk pertaining to the availability of renewable power, LACCE proposes to:
“Shift emphasis to GHG-free… secure long-term contracts… invest in local renewable
resources.”34 In regard to power supply cost risks, LACCE proposes two main mitigation
strategies that focus on long term contracts and the stabilization rate reserve funds.35 According
to discussion with industry specialists, being part of a larger structure can present economies of
scale for long term energy procurement in a competitive market.
CCEA proposes the “use of ‘laddered’ procurement strategy as well as a diversified supply
portfolio that includes contracts with various term lengths and end dates” and the “participation
in the incumbent utility’s short-term RFO for renewable energy sales” in the event of a shortage

33

United States Energy Information Administration (August 2016). “Annual Energy Outlook 2016 with projections
to 2040”. LR-8. https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/archive/aeo16/pdf/0383(2016).pdf
34
LACCE Business Plan Update (2017). 17.
35
LACCE Business Plan Update (April 2017). 17.
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of availability of renewable power.36 CCEA also proposes using a “laddered procurement
strategy and employing a good Scheduling Coordinator to mitigate changes in price.37
Figure 9. Laddered Procurement Strategy Illustration38

A
“laddered”
procurement
strategy is based on “layered
purchases in which portions of the
energy spend are fixed at intervals
throughout the contract term,
rather
than
all
at
once.
Alternatively, the buyer might
form a set of “investment rules,”
buying at certain price levels to
both mitigate risk and seize
opportunities.”

SBCP does not propose specific mitigation strategies for these risks. Their financial strategy does
provide a “Contingency Plan”, which focuses more on addressing the PCIA and Direct Access
risks and is discussed more in the next section.

36

CCEA (November 2017). “City of Santa Monica Community Choice Aggregation Technical Study:
Summary of Results Draft.”
37
CCEA (November 2017). “City of Santa Monica Community Choice Aggregation Technical Study:
Summary of Results Draft.”
38
Zenith Energy and Avendra (October 2017). “The Paradigm Shift in Energy Procurement: A Strategic Sourcing
How-To Guide.” https://www.avendra.com/wp-content/uploads/Zenith-Energy-Thought-Leadership-Article_10.13.2017.pdf
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6.2 Regulatory Risks: PCIA
The PCIA is an exit fee charged per kWh to customers who depart from an investor owned
utility. While this fee is necessary to ensure that customers remaining with the IOU are
indifferent to the departing load (also known as bundled customer indifference), there are
concerns from both CCAs and IOUs about the PCIA in its current form. Moreover, with the
proliferation of CCAs in California, it is important to understand the long term effect of such a
price indifference mechanism in a more competitive environment. In the longer term, customers
might request the ability to change from one utility to another without paying any exit or entry
fees and without being required to compensate for the losses of another company, as it works in
all other sectors.
While the PCIA has long been a contentious issue, the rapid expansion of CCAs over the last few
years has increased the salience of this issue.
Figure 10. Timeline of CCA Launches

The CPUC currently has an open rulemaking that has established several guiding principles
regarding revising the PCIA in order to address these concerns.39 The new methodology aims to
maintain bundled customer indifference while using a methodology that provides transparency,
verifiability, flexibility, and stability that also maintains a balance between accessible data and
confidential information.40 Importantly, they note that this methodology “should not create
unreasonable obstacles for customers of non-IOU energy providers.” 41 Various stakeholders
have submitted comments to the CPUC regarding the rulemaking.
IOUs applied to have the Portfolio Allocation Mechanism (PAM) replace the PCIA. While the
CPUC dismissed the IOUs’ initial PAM application, the IOUs keep suggesting some ideas that

39

California Public Utilities Commission (July 2017). R.17-06-026. “Order Instituting Rulemaking to Review,
Revise, and Consider Alternatives To The Power Charge Indifference Adjustment.”
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M191/K426/191426539.PDF
40
California Public Utilities Commission (July 2017). R.17-06-026. “Order Instituting Rulemaking to Review,
Revise, and Consider Alternatives To The Power Charge Indifference Adjustment.”
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M191/K426/191426539.PDF
41
California Public Utilities Commission (July 2017). “Order Instituting Rulemaking to Review, Revise, and
Consider Alternatives To The Power Charge Indifference Adjustment.”
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M191/K426/191426539.PDF
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were included in the PAM under this current rulemaking.42 CalCCA, which represents CCAs
across the state, recommended revisions and additions to the CPUC’s guiding principles
including to “recognize California policies to promote development of CCAs” and to “respect
CCAs’ responsibility to develop their own generation portfolios.”43
Mitigation Strategies
If “SCE’s generation rates decrease or its non-bypassable charges increase”, LACCE proposes to
establish a Rate Stabilization Fund, invest in both long and short term contracts, and “emphasize
the value of programs, local control, and environmental impact in marketing.”44
SBCP recommends ensuring lower direct municipal liabilities, which according to their financial
strategy can be achieved as a secondary benefit from the at-risk contracting.45 However,
municipalities may face liabilities from guaranteeing startup loans. Additionally, they propose
refraining from entering into long term contracts prior to the revision of the PCIA.46 SBCP also
proposes launching as quickly as possible to start building up reserve funds and to pay off loans
as quickly as possible so that they are paid off prior to the PCIA revision (this mitigation strategy
is impacted by their delayed launch timeline).47 SBCP also advises to hire a portfolio manager
for energy risk management and establish a Regional JPA of CCAs to benefit from economies of
scale.48 Additionally, SBCP proposes to “maintain financial reserves and power contract
obligations in a manner that affords notifying the CPUC and SCE of the intent to suspend CCA
operations one (1) year ahead of time …and then to do so without having to raise rates, otherwise
cause losses, fail to meet any extant debt service obligations, or breach any power contracts.”49
CCEA proposes a “laddered” procurement strategy, establishing a rate stability reserve, and
participating in the CPUC’s open rulemaking regarding the PCIA.50
Additionally, for legislative and regulatory change risks more broadly, each option recommends
some form of lobbying, working with other CCAs, and monitoring regulatory changes.
42

California Public Utilities Commission (July 2017). “Joint Comments of Southern California Edison Company (U
338-E), Pacific Gas And Electric Company (U 39-E), and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (U 902-E) on Order
Instituting Rulemaking To Review, Revise, And Consider Alternatives to the Power Charge Indifference
Adjustment.” http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M195/K146/195146326.PDF
43
California Public Utilities Commission (July 2017). “Comments of the
California Community Choice Association.”
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M195/K910/195910761.PDF
44
LACCE Business Plan Update (April 2017). 17.
45
SBCP Financial Strategy (July 2017). 35.
46
SBCP Financial Strategy (July 2017). 35.
47
SBCP Financial Strategy (July 2017). 27.
48
SBCP Financial Strategy (July 2017). 35.
49
SBCP Financial Strategy (July 2017). 27.
50
CCEA (November 2017). “City of Santa Monica Community Choice Aggregation Technical Study:
Summary of Results Draft.”
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6.3 Market Force Risks
When Assembly Bill 117 authorized the creation of “aggregators” in 2002, one of the main goals
was to introduce competition into the energy market, which seems to have succeeded in helping
drive down costs and support some of the state’s goals in regard to renewable energy and energy
efficiency. As the energy market sees a proliferation of CCAs, this will further increase the
competition between load serving entities. This section identifies some market force risks that
we view as potential challenges for CCAs, and how each option is planning to address those.

Increasing pressure on electricity bills: the 500% surge in transmission and delivery fees
Transmission and delivery fees are charged by IOUs on a per kWh basis to all customers,
including CCA customers within their territory. As seen in Figure 11, the cost of transmission
has strongly increased over time. For example, SCE transmission and distribution revenue
requirements increased by a factor of five over the past decade.
Figure 11. Transmission Revenue Requirements over Time51

Such an important increase in cost will attract the attention of end-users on their electricity bills,
making customers more sensitive to electricity prices. This could be a disadvantage for CCAs
that offer higher rates than IOUs in order to procure more renewables.

51

California Public Utilities Commission (April 2017). “California Electric and Gas Utility Cost Report”. 18.
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Losing high revenue-generating customers: the threat of Direct Access (DA)
Direct Access (DA) customers have a similar relationship to IOUs as CCA customers: they keep
paying delivery and exit fees to their utility, but their electricity is procured by another load
serving entity. DA closed to new customers in 2001 and very successfully reopened temporarily
in 2013 for non-residential customers. According to the CPUC, “Currently, the DA program is at
capacity, as demand for DA service exceeded the load permitted under the adopted utility service
area caps.”52
If DA reopens again, and based on its past success, DA could be attractive enough to result in
non-residential customers leaving their IOU or CCA. Moreover, if a DA customer has to pay exit
fees (PCIA) to the IOU, there are currently no such regulatory mechanisms for CCAs to recover
the financial loss resulting from excess power procurement from departing customers.

Losing large residential customers: Self-Provisioning
Self-provisioning, or islanding, is when a customer can meet all of their electricity needs without
needing to import electricity from the grid. This is usually realized with distributed energy
generation, such as rooftop solar, is combined with battery storage. While this is currently not
possible in California, policy changes may occur the same way the Net Energy Metering (NEM)
Program was changed in Hawaii.
If transmission costs keep increasing by a factor of 2.5 to 5 every decade, self-provisioning
electricity could possibly become a cheaper option with the help of cheaper solar energy, energy
storage, and new technology such as bidirectional charging car batteries or smart appliances.
Moreover, energy storage seems to be currently supported by the state and the federal legislature.
For example, the Federal Senate Bill 1868 was introduced to offer federal tax credits to support
energy storage. There is also the risk to see some of the local programs change, as was the case
in Hawaii where the NEM program was modified. Since 2015, every new customer who applies
to the NEM program has to choose between two options: a less financially attractive option
(Customer Grid Supply) where the customer can sell electricity to the grid, but at a lower rate
than before, and with a flat fee of $25 to remain connected to the grid; and an off-grid option
(Customer Self-Supply) where the customer does not export electricity back to the grid. SelfSupply customers also have the option to remain connected to the grid if they want to import
electricity for a flat fee of $25.53
52

California Public Utilities Commission (2017). “California Direct Access Program.”
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=7881
53
Hawaiian Electric, Maui Electric, Hawai‘i Electric Light (2017). “Customer Self-Supply and Grid-Supply
Programs.” https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/clean-energy-hawaii/producing-clean-energy/customer-self-supplyand-grid-supply-programs
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As an example, research by the Rocky Mountain Institute found that the combination of solar
and storage may be cheaper than the utility within twenty years for commercial customers. The
figure below illustrates when some states may see self-provisioning become cheaper than their
affiliate utility.
Figure 12. Solar and Batter Levelized Cost of Electricity Compared to Utility Retail Price Projections54

Mitigation strategies suggested by each option
Retaining customers, especially high revenue generating customers, is critical to a CCA’s
financial success and ability to maintain operations.
LACCE proposes to “increase marketing…reduce overhead…expand to new customer
markets… [and] consider merging with existing CCA” if they start losing customers.55
SBCP has the most thought-out recommendations of all options when it comes to market risk
mitigation. The financial strategy recommends to “monitor the evolution of the Direct Access
54

The Rocky Mountain Institute. “The Economics of Grid Defection.” https://rmi.org/insights/reports/economicsgrid-defection/
55
LACCE Business Plan Update (April 2017). 17.
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debate at the CPUC and the Legislature”56 and “not engage in long-term contracts prior to…
further clarity on the risk Direct Access poses.”57 An additional risk mitigation recommendation,
although not specific to a decrease in customer base, includes contracting “with a portfolio
manager for power planning, contracting, and energy risk management” for resiliency
purposes.58
SBCP also suggests that CCA could stop replicating IOUs rate structure and utilize their ratesetting authority in order to “offer individual customers a customized, and flexible, rate
structure.”59 Because CCAs do not need to seek CPUC’s approval for their rates, they could
specifically pay attention to the needs of their larger customers and provide them with special
services such as real-time pricing or tailored energy procurement.

56

SBCP Financial Strategy (July 2017). Page 42.
SBCP Financial Strategy (July 2017). Page 27.
58
SBCP Financial Strategy (July 2017). Page 27.
59
SBCP Financial Strategy (July 2017). Page 42.
57
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Appendix A: Voting Process for Existing
CCAs
MCE

SCP

PCE

SVCE

RCEA

Vote Shares
Methodology

Annual
Energy Use

Annual
Energy Use

Annual
Energy Use

Annual
Energy Use

Number of
Customer Accounts

Number of Directors
Needed to Call
Weighted Vote

N/A

1

1

2

N/A

Initial Vote

Both Simple
Majority and
Weighted

Simple
Majority

Simple
Majority

Simple
Majority

Both Simple
Majority and
Weighted
(still requires
affirmative of
simple majority of
members to pass)

Second Vote

N/A

Weighted
Vote

Weighted
Vote

Weighted
Vote

N/A

Number of Weighted
Votes called to date

N/A

2

0

0

N/A
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Appendix B: Operating Costs per GWh
Analysis
Non-Energy Operabng Costs per GWh
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